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The second installment in the Spice Traders series.After a random attack at the Spice Traders
new market stall, Ali stumbles across a scroll. Upon unravelling it, he discovers a peculiar
tournament on the tiny island of Tannur. Tina had always dreamed of participating in it. Ali and
the other Spice Traders decide to help Tina realise her dream of entering the competition. Can
they trust Nadal as he accompanies them? Who can they trust as they embark on their next
adventure.

Source of legend and lyric, reference and conjecture, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland is for
most children pure pleasure in prose. While adults try to decipher Lewis Carroll's putative use of
complex mathematical codes in the text, or debate his alleged use of opium, young readers
simply dive with Alice through the rabbit hole, pursuing "The dream-child moving through a
land / Of wonders wild and new." There they encounter the White Rabbit, the Queen of Hearts,
the Mock Turtle, and the Mad Hatter, among a multitude of other characters--extinct, fantastical,
and commonplace creatures. Alice journeys through this Wonderland, trying to fathom the
meaning of her strange experiences. But they turn out to be "curiouser and curiouser,"
seemingly without moral or sense.For more than 130 years, children have reveled in the
delightfully non-moralistic, non-educational virtues of this classic. In fact, at every turn, Alice's
new companions scoff at her traditional education. The Mock Turtle, for example, remarks that
he took the "regular course" in school: Reeling, Writhing, and branches of Arithmetic-Ambition,
Distraction, Uglification, and Derision. Carroll believed John Tenniel's illustrations were as
important as his text. Naturally, Carroll's instincts were good; the masterful drawings are
inextricably tied to the well-loved story. (All ages) --Emilie Coulter--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From the AuthorIsabel Muñoz is, simply put, a very happy and
enthusiastic illustrator. Painting was her favorite game as a child and as she grew it remained her
favorite hobby, so when the time came it only made sense to study Fine Arts at University. Her
shelves have always been filled with beautiful illustrated books, some of them real works of art.
She spends many hours looking carefully at them for every hidden detail and enjoying the vivid
colors. Today, after lots of hard work and many filled sketchbooks, she is proud to say her dream
job, illustration, has now become her real job. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From the ArtistLewis Carroll --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From
the Inside FlapFeaturing four color illustrations taken from many classic versions, this is a unique
and beautiful edition of the beloved tale. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From the Back CoverAlice falls down, down, down into a land of wonder, a place filled
with White Rabbits, Mock Turtles, screaming Queens, and Mad Hatters. Join Alice as she
experiences the silliness and excitement of a place gone crazy. Join thousands, even millions, of



children who over the years have read about and entered into . . . Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorLewis
Carroll, born Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (1832-98), grew up in Cheshire in the village of
Daresbury, the son of a parish priest. He was a brilliant mathematician, a skilled photographer
and a meticulous letter and diary writer. Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, inspired by Alice
Liddell, the daughter of the Dean of Christ Church in Oxford, was published in 1865, followed by
Through the Looking-Glass in 1871. He wrote numerous stories and poems for children
including the nonsense poem The Hunting of the Snark and fairy stories Sylvie and Bruno. --This
text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.IDown the Rabbit HoleAlice was beginning to get very tired of sitting by her sister on
the bank, and of having nothing to do: once or twice she had peeped into the book her sister
was reading, but it had no pictures or conversations in it, “and what is the use of a book,“ thought
Alice, “without pictures or conversations?”So he was considering in her own mind (as well as
she could, for the hot day made feel very sleepy and stupid), whether the pleasure of making a
daisy-chain would be worth the trouble of getting up and picking the daisies, when suddenly a
White Rabbit with pink eyes ran close by her.There was nothing so veryremarkable in that; nor
did Alice think it so verymuch out of the way to hear the Rabbit say to itself “Oh dear! Oh dear! I
shall be too late!” (When she thought it over afterwards, it occurred to her that she ought to have
wondered at this, but at the time it all seemed quite natural); but, when the Rabbit actually took a
watch out of its waistcoat-pocket, and looked at it, and then hurried on, Alice started to her feet,
for it flashed across her mind that she had never before seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat-
pocket, or a watch to take out of it, burning with curiosity, she ran across the field after it, and
was just in time to see it pop down a large rabbit-hole under the hedge.In another moment down
went Alice after it, never once considering how in the world she was to get out again.The rabbit-
hole went straight on like a tunnel for some way, and then dipped suddenly down, so suddenly
that Alice had not a moment to think about stopping herself before she found herself falling down
what seemed to be a very deep well.Either the well was very deep, or she fell very slowly, for she
had plenty of time as she went down to look about her, and to wonder what was going to happen
next. First, she tried to look down and make out what she was coming to, but it was too dark to
see anything: then she looked at the sides of the well, and noticed that they were filled with
cupboards and book-shelves: here and there she saw maps and pictures hung upon pegs. She
took down a jar from one of the shelves as she passed: it was labeled “ORANGE
MARMALADE,“ but to her great disappointment it was empty: she did not like to drop the jar, for
fear of killing somebody underneath, so managed to put into one of the cupboards as she fell
past it.“Well!” thought Alice to herself. “After such a fall as this, I shall think nothing of tumbling
down-stairs! How brave they’ll all think me at home! Why, I wouldn’t say anything about it, even I
fell off the top of the house!” (Which was very likely true)Down, down, down. Would the fall
nevercome to an end? “I wonder how many miles I’ve fallen by this time?” she said aloud. “I must
be getting somewhere near the centre of the earth. Let me see: that would be four thousand



miles down, I think--”(for, you see, Alice had learnt several things of this sort in her lessons in the
school-room, and though this was not a verygood opportunity for showing off her knowledge, as
there was no one to listen to her, still it was good practice to say it over) “--yes, that’s about the
right distance--but then I wonder what Latitude or Longitude I’ve got to?” (Alice had not the
slightest idea what Latitude was or Longitude either, but she thought they were nice grand words
to say.)Presently she began again. “I wonder if I shall fall right throughthe earth! How funny it’ll
seem to come out among the people that walk with their heads downwards! The antipathies, I
think--” (she was rather glad there wasno one listening, this time, as it didn’t sound at all the right
word) “--but I shall have to ask them what the name of the country is, you know. Please Ma’m, is
this New Zealand? Or Australia?” (and she tried to curtsey as she spoke--fancy, curtseyingas
you’re falling through the air! Do you think you could manage it?) “And what an ignorant little girl
she’ll think me for asking! No, it’ll never do to ask: Perhaps I shall see it written up
somewhere.”Down, down, down. There was nothing else to do, so Alice soon began talking
again. “Dinah’ll miss me very much to-night, I should think!” (Dinah was the cat.) “I hope they’ll
remember her saucer of milk at tea-time. Dinah, my dear! I wish you were down here with me!
There are no mice in the air, I’m afraid, but you might catch a bat, and that’s very like a mouse,
you know. But do cats eat bats, I wonder?” And here Alice began to get rather sleepy, and went
on saying to herself, in a dreamy sort of way, “Do bats eat cats?” for, you see, as she couldn’t
answer either question, it didn’t much matter which way she put it. She felt that she was dozing
off, and had just begun to dream that she was walking hand in hand with Dinah, and was saying
to her, very earnestly, “Now, Dinah , tell me the truth: did you ever eat a bat?” when suddenly,
thump! thump! down she came upon a heap of sticks and dry leaves, and fall was over.Alice was
not a bit hurt, and she jumped up on to her feet in a moment: she looked up, but it was all dark
overhead; before her was another long passage, and the White Rabbit was still in sight, hurrying
down it. There was not a moment to be lost: away went Alice like the wind, and was just in time to
hear it say, as it turned a corner, “Oh my ears and whiskers, how late it’s getting!” She was close
behind it when she turned the corner, but the Rabbit was no longer to seen: she found herself in
a long, low hall, which was lit up by a row of lamps hanging from the roof.There were doors all
around the hall, but they were all locked; and when Alice had been all the way down one side
and up the other, trying every door, she walked sadly down the middle, wondering how she was
ever to get out again.Suddenly she came upon a little three-legged table, all made of solid glass;
there was nothing on it but a tiny golden key, and Alice’s first idea was that this might belong to
one of the doors of the hall; but, alas! either the locks were too large, or the key was too small,
but at any rate it would not open any of them. However, on the second time round, she came
upon a low curtain she had not noticed before, and behind it was a little door about fifteen inches
high: she tried the little golden key in the lock, and to her great delight it fitted!Alice opened the
door and found that it led into a small passage, not much larger than the rat-hole: she knelt down
and looked along the passage into the loveliest garden you ever saw. How she longed to get out
of that dark hall, and wander about among those beds of bright flowers and those cool fountains,



but she could not even get her head through the doorway; “and even if my head wouldgo
through,“ thought poor Alice, “it would be of very little use without my shoulders. Oh, how I wish I
could shut up like a telescope! I think I could, if I only knew how to begin.” For, you see, so many
out-of-the-way thinks had happened lately that Alice had begun to think that very few things
indeed were really impossible.There seemed to be no use in waiting by the little door, so she
went back to the table, half hoping she might find another key on it, or at any rate a book of rules
for shutting people up like telescopes: this time she found a little bottle on it (“which certainly was
not here before,“ said Alice), and tied around the neck of the bottle was a paper label, with the
words “DRINK ME” beautifully printed on it in large lettersIt was all very well to say “Drink me,“
but the wise little Alice was not going to do thatin a hurry. “No, I’ll look first,“ she said, “and see
whether it’s marked ‘poison‘ or not” for she had read several nice little stories about children who
had got burnt, and eaten up by wild beasts, and other unpleasant things, all because they
wouldnot remember the simple rules their friends had taught them: such as, that a red-hot poker
will burn you if you hold it too long; and that, if you cut your finger verydeeply with a knife, it
usually bleeds; and she had never forgotten that, if you drink much from a bottle marked
“poison,“ it is almost certain to disagree with you, sooner or later.However, this bottle was
notmarked “poison,“ so Alice ventures to taste it, and finding it very nice (it had, in fact, a sort of
mixed flavour of cherry-tart, custard, pineapple, roast turkey, toffy, and hot buttered toast), she
very soon finished it off.* * *“What a curious feeling!” said Alice. “I must be shutting up like a
telescope!”And so it was indeed: she was now only ten inches high, and her face brightened up
at the thought that she was now the right size for going through the little door into that lovely
garden. First, however, she waited for a few minutes to see if she was going to shrink any further:
she felt a little nervous about this; “for it might end, you know,“ said Alice to herself, “in my going
out altogether, like a candle. I wonder what I should be like then?” And she tried to fancy what
the flame of a candle looks like after the candle is blown out, for she could not remember ever
having seen such a thing.After a while, finding that nothing more happened, she decided on
going into the garden at once; but, alas for poor Alice! when she got to the door, she found she
had forgotten the little golden key, and when she went back to the table for it, she found she
could not possibly reach it: She could see it qui...--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.IntroductionIt is difficult to explain
in words what the pictures are trying to say, and therefore my explanations are not precisely
what I had in mind because they add shades of meaning which are not there. The reader can
only interpret them in his own way, bringing his own observations to bear on the image he is
looking at, so that he may agree or disagree with what I have tried to convey. When I set out to
draw an idea, part of that idea is not yet formed and only takes shape and reveals itself as the
drawing progresses. Consequently, the drawing acquires a life of its own and virtually takes over
the direction it will follow -- or so it seems.I have made a few notes about some of the pictures.
The rest are self explanatory or purely illustrations.THE WHITE RABBIT. Worried by time,
hurrying and scurrying. Sane within a routine, slightly insane but more engaging when the



routine is upset. Today's commuter.THE DODO in this picture reminded me of an Archbishop
and being as "dead as a dodo" it fitted perfectly. The other animals remind me of people I know,
rather as Lewis Carroll apparently created them around friends and associates. The reader can
place his own interpretation on them. It was never my intention to set everything in concrete.I
rather hate dogs. They seem to have soaked up all the worst in human nature. They are more
human and even more stupid. In place of Tenniel's pug dog which perhaps was the fashionable
dog when he drew the pictures, the poodle seems the most apt substitute. The dog is the perfect
feed for the man who wants his ego pumped. He can take for granted the dog's blind loyalty and
obedience. The dog fouls the pavement and the man fouls the rest of the world.THE YOUNG
INTELLECTUAL. Smoking hash, pedantic, who thinks he has something to say and sheds his
opinions as easily as his skins.THE FATHER WILLIAM set to me is the arrogance of youth
versus the certainty of an old man's memories.The young man reinforces his arrogance by using
the old man's experience as a crutch.Whilst throwing past standards out of the window the
young man may often come back in through the door if he finds hisyardstick less than three
feet.An old man can become intense talking about right and wrong, and a youth can become
bored as a result.The old man showing he hasn't lost his touch but the young man finds it is all a
big joke.THE DUCHESS is an ex-starlet who married the aristocrat. A high-class tart gone to
seed. Her tiny mind has developed a home-spun philosophy within a cultured environment in an
effort to keep up appearances.THE COOK found fame in the kitchen and enjoys her prima
donna tendencies.THE CHESHIRE CAT makes an ideal TV Announcer whose smile remains as
the rest of the programme fades out.The growth of the tea party tree turns logic upside down. It
begins in a puzzle at its top and grows down to its roots.THE HATTER represents the
unpleasant sides of human nature. The unreasoned argument screams at you. The bully, the glib
quiz game compère who rattles off endless reels of unanswerable riddles and asks you to come
back next week and make a bloody fool of yourself again.THE MARCH HARE is always
standing close by. The "egger-on" urging the banality to plumb even greater depths. He always
seems to be around to push someone into a fight.THE DORMOUSE is always the dormouse.
Harmless and nice. The man anyone in the office can take a rise out of. If you tread on his face
he will smile right back at you.THE BRITISH WORKMAN. Bickering about who splashed who
and standing in the stuff all the time anyway.THE MONARCH having evolved or developed into a
shapeless mass of hangers-on, the State, H.M. Forces, the Church, the establishment walking
on one pair of very well-worn legs. The King and Queen born into it and enveloped in it and lost
in it, obliged to go through the motions automatically but surprising even themselves by their
own outbursts.The Duchess again The old con trying to glean from Alice some of the objectivity
and honesty she lost years ago.The croquet game when internal confusion disrupts the xvhole
structure. Practically showing its knickers, the heaving mass struggles vainly to maintain its
dignity and avoid humiliation.THE GRYPHON to me is the commissionaire of a modern office
block. His epaulettes are his wings. He is slow thinking, sometimes ignorant. If you walk into the
building in a humble manner, he exercises his authority to the full and crushes you, but if you



walk in looking important he will lick your boots. The only man in the building he can order about
is the caretaker, so he is the mock turtle who may have more intelligence but is satisfied with his
lot, or at least has accepted it graciously. They may also be quite good friends. The dance would
express their nicer sides when they are.THE LOBSTER wearing the old school tie joins
exclusive clubs and reckons he is pretty sharp until a real shark comes along.My only regret is
that I didn't write the story.Ralph Steadman - London - 1967--Yes, I did! I did write the story, in
my other life. It was all so familiar when I picked it up and read it for the first time in 1967. For the
first time, as I thought, but don't you ever get that strange sensation that what you are reading or
watching is something you already know? Something that is in your mind already? Bells of
recognition ring as you welcome an old friend. All good ideas are like that. You already know
them. The familiarity is part of the enjoyment. The words someone has taken the trouble to write
down merely reveal the contents of your own mind. The picture someone has struggled to create
is something you have already seen, otherwise how would you ever recognise its content?You
have already experienced the sum of its parts. You have lived them, or maybe you have dreamed
them. They are the vocabulary of a vast collective consciousness which it is your everyday
choice to delve into or ignore at will. What we choose to emphasise forms the structure of our
lives, and what an artist chooses to depict forms the basis of his work -- but of course not the
sum total, for in an artist's world two and two make five. And what an artist says three times is
true! Familiarity breeds acceptance. The greater the artist, the greater number of reference
points are offered for the rest of us to recognise. The more we recognise, the better we feel. We
experience a greater satisfaction because we have contributed to the whole. The spectator has
fulfilled his role to a greater or lesser degree depending on his or her receptive faculties.As far as
my pictures are concerned in their role as extensions of Lewis Carroll's stories, they stand up for
me as well today as they did when I first made them nearly two decades ago. It would be
interesting if the reader could identify (no prizes, of course) the new pictures I have drawn for this
edition. I have tried to remain true to originals, and I defy anyone to detect the difference. Lewis
Carroll has unravelled some of the complicated conundrums that bedevil our daily lives and our
dream-worlds. My pictures are one man's response between the lines.What can be said in
pictures cannot necessarily be said in words, and vice versa. "Contrariwise, if it was so, it might
be; and if it were so, it would be; but as it isn't, it ain't. That's logic.""I know what you're thinking
about, but it isn't so, nohow."Ralph Steadman - Maidstone Bird Sanctuary - September
1986(20030831) --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From AudioFileWhen
reading Alice on one's own, it's easy to have one's attention seized by Carroll's many fanciful
characters--the Mad Hatter, the Cheshire Cat, and so on. Listening to Shelly Frasier read it
reminds one of a crucial aspect to this story: It's a little girl who's experiencing these adventures,
and, as Frasier's subtly inflected voice reminds us, Alice can go from excited to terrified in an
instant. In addition to getting her voice just right, Frasier masters all of Carroll's other verbal
gymnastics, from the Dormouse's snores to the dreamy illogic of the Caterpillar, and, of course,
the nonsensical verse. This is a great pleasure. G.T.B. © AudioFile 2003, Portland, Maine--



Copyright © AudioFile, Portland, Maine --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From School Library JournalGrade 4-8 Many fine artists have illustrated Alice in
Wonderland , notably Arthur Rackham (Heinemann, 1907; o.p.), Ralph Steadman (Potter, 1973;
o.p.), and Barry Moser (University of California Pr, 1982). Like the others, Browne utilizes
Carroll's full text, including the ``Golden Afternoon'' poem and an author's note about the
Hatter's Riddle. As a tribute to Tenniel's artistry, most of the best illustrators echo his
unforgettable drawings. Although some of Browne's illustrations borrow Tenniel's composition,
for example the frog doorman and the fish messenger, Browne's hyper-realistic style and quirky
details make them his own. He ably avoids the Disneyesque trap that many full-color illustrators
fall into. His Alice, more ordinary and child-like, meets all of the customary bizzare creatures,
including Browne's signature gorilla. Readers will enjoy discovering the odd details that Browne
includes, such as the fish mustache on the marble bust or the club-shaped beauty mark and the
pig-earred hat on the Duchess. Reillustrating a classic like Alice in Wonderland is a challenge.
Many have tried, but only a few can match Lewis Carroll's brilliance. Anthony Browne is one of
them. Karen K. Radtke, Milwaukee Public LibraryCopyright 1988 Reed Business Information,
Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Publishers WeeklyA clock-face
grows like the daisies around it as the White Rabbit hurries by; in the opening pages of the story,
Browne hints at his interpretive presence in Carroll's world. A burning key, a fish swimming
through space, a green thread winding its way through a cabinetful of strange objects, and the
artist makes it clear that this will be no ordinary Alice. Thimbles and umbrellas bloom atop green
stalks, Willy the chimp races by, another thimble casts the shadow of a trophy, the Caterpillar
wears a smoking jacket covered with butterflies. The Mad Hatter has a stack of his wares on his
head, and wears a terrible grimace; the tea party at which he resides displays a table full of
toylike objects and sweets, among which are many surprising juxapositions. In short, the volume
is so consumed by the unexpected that readers may well find their eyes leaving the text to pore
over the pictures, replete with jaunty details and stunning surreal images that grandly point back
in the direction of the written word. All ages.Copyright 1988 Reed Business Information, Inc. --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Library JournalClarkson Potter
published The Annotated Alice in 1960, and Gardner published the sequel More Annotated
Alice in 1990. Here, Gardner combines and expands both to produce The Definitive Edition. This
presents the full texts of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, Through the Looking-Glass, and
"The Wasp in a Wig," a "suppressed" chapter of Looking-Glass. Each of these texts is
accompanied by a lengthy marginal commentary that identifies historical and literary references
and allusions, explains Carroll's logical and mathematical puzzles, and interprets colloquialisms
and idiomatic expressions. Gardner's commentary is sufficiently detailed to be informative
without burdening Alice with excessive pedantic baggage. The Definitive Edition also includes
Tenniel's original illustrations and an exhaustive annotated list by David Shaefer of Alice on the
screen. This is a happy contribution to those who appreciate Lewis Carroll.-Thomas L. Cooksey,
Armstrong State Coll., Savannah, GA Copyright 1999 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This



text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From BooklistGr. 5-12. Ghiuselev, like many
illustrators before him, has responded to the siren song of a certain English schoolgirl and her
trip down the rabbit hole. Like his Pinocchio (2002), this interpretation showcases his painterly
style, mixing full-color scenes with vignettes reminiscent of the burnt sienna drawings in an old
master's sketchbook. The twist is that every full-color illustration hails from onepainting,
reproduced on the cover, that incorporates most of the major episodes into one Escher-inspired
dreamscape. Parlaying a single painting into enough artwork for Carroll's unabridged text
presents obvious challenges. Readers may be bothered by the frequent repetition and
sometimes awkward manipulation of key visuals, and the page design seems more focused on
decorative effects than a strong correspondence between text and art. Nonetheless, Ghiuselev's
ambitious vision and startling perspectives--such as a dramatic overhead view of the Mad
Hatter's tea party--will delight children's literature enthusiasts and aspiring fine artists alike.
Younger Alice fans, however, may prefer the more straightforward renditions by Helen Oxenbury
or Lizbeth Zwerger (both 1999). Jennifer MattsonCopyright © American Library Association. All
rights reserved --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Kirkus ReviewsA
welcome, greatly expanded third edition of Gardners beloved critical edition of Carrolls Victorian
fairy tales. One of the longest ongoing love affairs in literature has to be that between Gardner, a
prolific, popular writer on math and science, and Carrolls ostensible childrens tales, Alices
Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass. With a dedication rare even among
scholars, Gardner has tracked down origins and meanings of the wordplay and mathematical
puzzles the sly Carroll embedded in his texts. He has also researched Charles Dodgson's life
and illuminated the two stories sly parody of high Victorian culture. This new volume combines
the notes from The Annotated Alice (1960) and More Annotated Alice (1990) with Gardners
latest discoveries, offering both ardent fans of Carroll's work and newcomers a chance to read
the texts in the light of Gardner's labors. The result is rather like sitting in on the creation of a
work of art; the manner in which the shy mathematician and tutor Dodgson poured everything
that fascinated him (children's games, chess, mathematical riddles and logic, an amused view of
Victorian literature and society) into the work by his alter ego Carroll is illuminated through
Gardner's lucid and copious notes. They run in a narrow (and surprisingly unobtrusive) column
accompanying Carroll's text on each page, turning the book into a fluid mix of Carroll and
Gardner. The illustrations, by John Tenniel, also provide fertile ground for Gardner's commentary.
The notes are so clear, enthusiastic, and helpful that it is now hard to imagine Carroll without
Gardner. A unique collaboration has produced, for once, a book that lives up to its name. As
close to a definitive take on a classic work as anyone is likely to come. -- Copyright ©1999,
Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Review“This year, that curious, hallucinating heroine Alice, friend of Cheshire cats and
untimely rabbits, is turning 150 years old…And what a perfect match, in tone and whimsy, found
in Rifle Paper Co.’s Anna Bond.”—Vanity Fair “Publishers are having a creative field day with
stunningly beautiful new covers—and lovely insides, too, in the case of Puffin’s whimsicalAlice’s



Adventures in Wonderland, illustrated by Rifle Paper Co.’s Anna Bond.”—Entertainment
Weekly “Chic…The pretty face of Anna Bond’s Alice looks continually astonished, and even in
the scene where her neck grows freakishly serpentine, the heroine remains comely. Elegant and
unthreatening, Ms. Bond’s pictures abound with so many flowers and curling vines that
Wonderland seems a much nicer place than perhaps we remembered.”—Wall Street
Journal “150 years after Alice in Wonderland was published, Anna Bond, the creative director of
stationer Rifle Paper Co., draws a whole new tea party in this deluxe hardcover edition.”—New
York Magazine’s The Cut “In this beautiful, oversized, hardcover anniversary edition—with the
complete, unabridged text—readers will fall in love all over again with the classic tale of the girl
who fell down the rabbit hole. Illustrator Anna Bond, of gift and stationery brand Rifle Paper Co.,
applies her stylish, whimsical touch and distinctive color palette to Alice and her friends, from
the inviting jacket and the case-cover art beneath it to the original endpapers and the superb full-
color interior illustrations, large and small.” —Shelf Awareness “This year marks the 150th
anniversary of Lewis Carroll’s beloved classic, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.
Commemorate the occasion with a deluxe hardcover edition of the tale from Puffin Books,
available Oct. 27. The new book is re-illustrated with vibrant, whimsical designs by Anna Bond of
Rifle Paper Co., for a one-of-a-kind look at Alice’s imaginative journey.”—American Profile --This
text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review“Ghiuselev's ambitious vision and
startling perspectives—such as a dramatic overheadview of the Mad Hatter's tea party—will
delight children's literature enthusiasts andaspiring fine artists alike.” – Booklist"Ghiuselev
captures all of Alice's adventures in one sophisticated painting, which was done in gouache on
wood panel and is reproduced on the book's cover. This is the only place where the picture is
presented in its entirety, and it will be concealed by the dust jacket, which features another
image. The unabridged text is illustrated with details of this larger painting, supplemented by
additional monochromatic sketches. The artist's blend of unusual perspectives and strangely
interconnected walkways and buildings seems reminiscent of the style of M. C. Escher. The
artwork is the color of old parchment, and the beige and brown tones are highlighted with muted
touches of blue and green. While many of the views reproduce beautifully and their bigger size
invites a closer inspection of numerous details, some of the scenes seem a bit grainy and
slightly out of focus. Still, the art is evocative, and the layout is appealing and carefully balanced.
Not a first purchase for most collections, but an intriguing addition for Alice addicts." – School
Library Journal“This is one of the most brilliant pictorial interpretations of Alice … A must for
Alicefans of any age.” – Locus"This Simply Read Books edition of Lewis Carroll's classic fantasy,
Alice's Adventures In Wonderland, is a simply gorgeous version showcasing bold, often
monochromatic, and somewhat exaggerated illustrations by Iassen Ghiuselev that bring the
unreality of Wonderland vividly to life. Alice's Adventures In Wonderland is a literary treasure for
readers of all ages. The quality book binding incorporates a built-in bookmark on a ribbon that
says "Read Me", in a delightful complement to this widely beloved story. Due to the coffee-table
size of this edition, it may be a little physically large and heavy for younger readers to handle,



and therefore is better suited for parents to read aloud to their children. No Lewis Carroll
collection can be considered complete without the inclusion of this enthusiastically
recommended edition of Alice's Adventures In Wonderland!" - Midwest Book Review--This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"I highly recommend Campfire’s comics. They
do what they are intended to do and do it in a way that excites kids about classic literature."—
Chris Wilson, The Graphic Classroom (a resource for teachers and librarians) --This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review`The delicacy and intelligence of George Walker's
print-making seems to have come to us from a bygone age. Fortunately, we have George with us
now.'(Neil Gaiman)For A Is for Alice:`Here is the book that Alice herself would have loved, with
wonderfully whimsical illustrations by one of Canada's greatest woodcut artists, George
Walker.... Combining technical mastery with insight and wit, George has re-created a much
loved classic in an old world style. This book will be an essential and cherished possession for
every Carrollian collector and lover of children's literature.'(Andy Malcolm) --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.ReviewFor A Is for Alice:`Each image offered here provides
evidence of its creation; there is a reminder, with each turn of the page, of the hand and thought
that guided each groove. Walker's ability to impress such great detail (as in the grain of both the
fur of the Cheshire Cat, and the branch upon which he is perched) in a print made with
woodblocks is remarkable.... At the heart of this book is the art of the book, pages kissed by
poetic samples of Carroll's writing and bound using artisan techniques onsite at The Porcupine's
Quill headquarters. It is a high-quality, collectible edition in which fans of the Alice stories,
bibliophiles, and young readers will delight.(Patty Comeau ForeWord Magazine) --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Book DescriptionPublished in 1865, this world-
famous classic with its cast of much-loved characters transformed children's literature, bringing
its author lasting fame. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Book
DescriptionWhen Alice sees the White Rabbit run by, she is burning with curiosity. Jumping up,
she follows him into a rabbit hole. Then she falls down a long, long way...Roy Hudd, Sarah-Jane
Holm and David Bamber star in a BBC Radio 4 full-cast dramatization of Lewis Carroll's spell-
binding and fantastic story which sparkles with nonsensical life. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From the ManufacturerAt MasterPieces: Our commitment to product
safety an resposibility is ongoing and extends into meeting or exceeding all current testing
regulations and safety standards in force for our industry. We pledge to always provide products
to you, our valued customers. For more than 10 years we have used recycled paper and board in
all our products. Now we also use soy based printing inks and biodegradeable bags. Green is
the most important piece in every puzzle from MasterPieces. All puzzles are manufactured with
board that contans 100% recycled post consumer content. The printed puzzle sheet and the
board used in all our packaging also contains recycled content. All puzzle sheets and packaging
wraps are printed using soy based printing inks. Even our product catalog and marketing
materials are printed using the same processes. All puzzle sheets and package sheets are given
a final gloss finish using 100% water based coating. This coating protects the package while



protecting the environment. All puzzles from masterPieces include a biodegradeable storage
bag. This is just another step in MasterPieces continuing effort to provide the end user with
products that meet their expectations. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From the PublisherThis book is in Electronic Paperback Format. If you view this book on
any of the computer systems below, it will look like a book. Simple to run, no program to install.
Just put the CD in your CDROM drive and start reading. The simple easy to use interface is child
tested at pre-school levels.Windows 3.11, Windows/95, Windows/98, OS/2 and MacIntosh and
Linux with Windows Emulation.Includes Quiet Vision's Dynamic Index. the abilty to build a index
for any set of characters or words.This Electronic Paperback is illustrated.This Electronic
Paperback is read aloud by an actor.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read
more
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Tournament of TannurA Spice Traders NovelDan SaundersThanks from the author:I would like to
thank my lovely wife and beautiful daughter, my wonderful Beta team Tom and Ashley, my author
support group: Chelsea, Danielle, Janelle and John and those who have supported me on
Instagram, in particular Nic Winter, Julia Slack, Sophia Alessandrini and my #1Brit Authors
promo group and the rest of my Instagram community – you know who you are. Thanks to all
who signed up to my newsletter, everyone who read the first Spice Traders novel as well as my
family and friends.Hope you enjoyDanChapter OneAli watched a large ship arrive. He pulled out
his telescope and zoomed in on a purple vessel with gold banding. He panned to the front of the
craft, picking out a figurehead. It was a smiling blond lady with a gold crown.I could recognise
that figurehead anywhere. The King’s fishing ship has been out today.Four sailors heaved on
ropes making the large bell of the Sea Maiden ring. The royal fishing trawler narrowly missed a
small fishing ship as it rounded the peninsula, the huge wash buffeting The Spratt. The Sea
Maiden pulled into the palace harbour. Sailors lowered the gangplank, whilst dock hands
secured the vessel with thick, heavy ropes.The Spratt dinged its bell loudly as the ship pulled
into the market harbour, and dock workers busied themselves fastening it to docking posts. Both
ships carried the same cargo, fished the same seas, both sold seafood, one at inflated prices.An
old fisherman with a brown weather-beaten face winced as he pulled the rope on the net, spilling
fish onto the deck of The Spratt. He smiled when he saw the bumper load.“Well done lads. Your
family won't go hungry tonight. No need to rummage for scraps from the royal dust bins," the
fisherman said, prompting cheers from his crew.When Ali heard the old fisherman say that, Ali
turned away and looked at the floor.Ali pondered on what the fisherman had said as he watched
a heavy laden beer cart carrying barrels wind its way along the cobblestone road to the Arch
Tavern, at the end of the harbour market. The Arch Tavern was owned by Vernu, Ali’s mother.
After the wagon had reached its destination, Vernu appeared, clipboard in one hand, quill in the
other. Ali waved, trying to attract her attention. She saw her son and waved back, smiling whilst
she did so. Then she counted the beer barrels, marking them on her clipboard. Bardo the
blacksmith hammered away loudly, next to the tavern. Pesce set down a box of fish at his stall,
and the wind carried the aroma to Ali’s nostrils, which was also laced with the smell of leather,
the royal cordwainer was using as he hammered tacks into a regal looking shoe. A tailor
measured fine silk with exaggerated hand gestures and nose held high, as if he had to endure a
permanent bad stench.Two armed thugs approached Ali at his market stall, pointing their swords
at him. Ali rested his hand on the hilt of his blade, but before he could draw it, a third man
grabbed him by the throat, throwing him backwards. Ali crashed into the stall, sending fruit and
vegetables flying. Palace guards broke up the commotion, arresting the men.“Sorry sir, these
thugs will have to answer to the King,” one of the guards said.“Thank you for coming to my aid, I
thought I was a goner,” Ali said, massaging his throat.“They won’t bother you again. Have a good
day sir,” the guard said.“Thank you, you too,” Ali said, as he watched the six guards shackle the
men and take them away on the prison cart.“Good riddance,” Ali said, as he started clearing
away the loose produce. Tina galloped up on Snowy, dismounted, and secured the animal to



one of the stakes in the ground.“What happened, Ali?” Tina said.“I got jumped by a bunch of
thugs,” Ali said.“This is becoming a bit of a habit,” Tina said, trying to sound brave.Ali chased an
orange, as it rolled under the market stall he bent down, he reached for it and to his surprise, he
found a scroll. He retrieved the fruit and the manuscript. After he had unrolled the document, he
started reading. The date was two weeks old. It had purple stains on it, which blurred the words.
A quick sniff revealed the scent of blackberries. Tournament of Tannur was written at the top. Out
of the corner of his eye, he could see Tina moving. She unhooked Snowy from her tethering
post, mounted her steed, and galloped away.“What’s got into her?” He said. He untethered
Murcielago, his horse and gave chase. He passed the cloth merchant, narrowly missed the
fishmonger unloading lobster pots, he darted under the arch tavern and across the stone bridge,
Murcielago’s hooves clattering loudly on the cobblestones. Just ahead, he could see Snowy
travelling fast, and Tina’s long, wavy brown hair streaming behind her. Eventually, Tina
dismounted in the Blossom Orchard. A gentle breeze lifted flowers from the trees and laid them
on the colourful floor. No longer resembling grass, the ground was a kaleidoscope of natural
beauty. Tina sat on a rock, looking out to sea. The coast curved to the left, where mountains
jutted out. After an expanse of sea, there was another mountainous shoreline. The air was filled
with the sounds of crickets and frogs. The breeze was perfumed with blossoms. Ali smiled as a
hummingbird used its great tongue on a purple flower. A gigantic bird circled on the opposite
shore. Ali took out his telescope and looked at the bird. It was Zilli. He was carrying a deer in his
talons. The animal writhed and struggled, but it was no use. The enormous bird killed its prey,
tearing off strips of meat with its massive beak.“Have you come to see me or Zilli? Tina replied,
agitation in her voice.“Sorry,” Ali answered, collapsing his telescope and walking towards her.
She shifted on the rock, making space for him, and he sat.“Why has the Tournament of Tannur
got you so rattled?” He asked. She sighed and carried on looking at the sea. With a squawk, Zilli
landed behind them. Ali walked over to him. The bird squawked again, and the creature rubbed
his forehead underneath Ali’s chin like a cat greeting its owner. Although it was a gentle gesture,
the gigantic eagle made Ali rock backwards on his feet.“Careful, my feathered friend, you nearly
knocked me over!” The bird hopped forward, but Ali backed away, surrendering. Zilli understood
and stepped to the side.“I am glad you are friends,” Tina said, without turning to face him.“Yes,
and I am your friend, too, Tina. Come on, out with it.”“I think we need to take part in this
Tournament.” she said.“I agree. But there’s something else. It’s not the Scholars, is it?”“No, it’s
not, and I am in two minds. I know it would be as good as the Scholars, or maybe even better.”
She said,“If it’s better, then that’s a good thing.”“Not necessarily,” she said, going quiet.“Come on
Tina, I am trying to help you here,” he said, breaking the long silence.”“Okay, it will be better but
it’s not the Scholars, and it’s not in Tarnuz. And I don’t have an event. Are you satisfied now? She
got up and stood under a blossom tree, with folded arms.“I can train you.”“Train me, in
what?”“The joust.”“The joust? Are you crazy? She said, whirling around, looking stern. ‘If you
think I am getting knocked off Snowy with a javelin, you are very much mistaken!’“That is just
one aspect. There’s the Quintain too.” But she had climbed onto her horse and galloped back to



the capital.“What are you looking at?” He said to Zilli. He petted the bird until Zilli got bored. He
mounted his horse and rode back to the market.Upon arriving, the market was in full swing, with
shoppers haggling with traders, and mothers pulling screaming kids behind them. The fragrance
of the air was hard to trace, a mixture of sweet smelling cakes, fish, and the strongest of all
mead, because Ali was standing outside the Arch Tavern. Next to the tavern was a blacksmith,
and the sign with Bardo’s written on it swung in the late summer breeze. Vernu rented a room to
Bardo above the tavern for a minimal fee. After Ali’s father, Bastiano, died, Bardo was a broken
man who had fallen into gambling and hard drinking. Vernu helped him get back on his
feet.Bardo stopped hammering a sword and waved at Ali. Before Bardo resumed his work he
waved at Pesce. Pesce put down the box of fish he was carrying, wiped his hand on his apron
and returned a wave. Ulisse, who was next to Bardo, looked busy arranging meat, so he didn’t
bother him.“That looks like you have a fine catch to sell today, Pesce,” Bardo said, as he
continued to hammer the sword he was working on.“I only sell the freshest fish here, nothing but
the best will do. I don’t want to lose the royal seal of approval,” Pesce said, taking off his hat and
scratching his strawberry blond hair.“Aye, no one wants to lose that. It’s hard enough to earn as it
is,” Bardo said, grimacing.“How do?” Ulisse said to Pesce, as he sprinkled a powder over a tray
of steaks, massaging it into the meat.“How do, Ulisse. Does Mistress Vernu approve of her
butcher putting his own seasoning on like that?” Pesce said, frowning.“Ha! At first she was
sceptical, but her son, young master Ali was convinced and he asked his mother to try it and she
was sold.” The black bearded man smiled, with a twinkle in his blue eyes.“That’s one thing about
Vernu, firm but fair,” Pesce said, rubbing his beard.“That she is, that she is. And if she likes
something, she will spread word about you,” Ulisse said, placing crushed ice in a box and
arranging meat on top.“Woe betide yee if she doesn’t like your products. You might as well leave
the country,” Pesce said, his eyes widening with fear and he shuddered.Both Pesce and Ulisse
supplied the tavern at reduced rates. It was a secure arrangement. And when a fishing trawler
docked, they all pitched in. Next to the fishmonger was the cordwainer and after that was the
royal tailor, previous neighbours with the fishmonger. After complaining about the smell, the
tailors moved.Mino, the mild-mannered cordwainer, moved in and a trade resumed. From that
day onwards, Mino was known as “Mino the mild.” Next to the tailor was an alleyway leading to
Pagolo the farrier, after Pagolo’s was Spinello’s wagon and carriage maker.With a glance at their
market stall, Ali smiled at the skilful work of the sign writer. “Spice Traders” were the name of
their stall, it was also the name they answered to. Gold letters and the coat of arms meant they
had the royal seal of approval. When he moved his eyes down, he could see his mother Vernu,
Stinu, Tina’s father and Tina arguing about something.“You lot think you’re so clever, don’t you?”
A dark voice said behind him. Ali leapt backwards, drawing his Nimcha.A man wearing a blue
and gold turban with an emerald in the middle stepped out from the shadow of the tavern. He
had fierce blue eyes, a scruffy beard and curly moustache, as was the fashion. He lunged at Ali
with his Nimcha making Ali jump backwards.“Which merchant sent you?” Ali asked, his sword
pointing to the ground. Ali was using the fool’s guard, baiting his enemy, who took the bait, but he



couldn’t hit Ali. He was too fast.“By looking at your footwork and your beer breath, I can tell it’s
someone who can’t afford decent thugs,” Ali said. Fury flashed in the thug’s blue eyes and he
performed an overhead attack, but Ali blocked.“Ah, you have some flare,” Ali said. They locked
swords. Blades banged and clashed until Ali’s opponent was out of breath. Ali disarmed him.“I’ll
take this, I think, Ali said, picking up his assailant’s weapon. The best thing you can do with this
is pick your nose with it, but I don’t fancy pulling your brain off the tip of a sword, not before lunch
anyway. Get out of here!” Ali yelled.Before he could walk over to the Spice Traders, five more
thugs surrounded him. “A little help here,” he yelled at his friends.His mother, Stinu, and Tina
rushed over. Two thugs flanked Ali, and Ali twirled a sword in each hand. Upon running in the
opposite direction, he separated from the two attackers. One charged Ali and he sidestepped
and tripped him, sending him sprawling into the fishmongers stall. The other tried a cut at Ali’s
head, but he blocked. He dodged and brought down his pommel on the man’s forehead, who
crumbled to the ground. After he had pulled a fish from his tunic, and untangled himself from the
fishmonger’s stand, the thug attacked again, but Ali picked up a lobster pot and threw it at his
face, knocking him out. Ali glanced over at the Spice Traders, who stood watching over
groaning thugs that were lying on the ground. Royal guards rushed to the scene and arrested the
thugs.Chapter TwoThe throne room walls were lined with gold mouldings depicting battles
fought between man and beast. Oil paintings lit by candles portrayed royal ancestry. One was of
King Stefano and Nadal as young princes. The King, their father and the Queen and the boys
were dressed in Royal attire. Gold chandeliers hung from the ceiling.A maroon drape with gold
triangles and a blue lining was held in place by two gold posts and fastened at the top with a
large crown.A painting of the Royal Coat Of Arms adorned the floor, a knight slaying a dragon.
There were three red velvet carpeted steps that led to a modest round backed throne,
cushioned with navy velvet and gold circle pattern on it.Twelve guards stood to attention, facing
each other. Their armour was gold, and they held lances. Six courtiers sat opposite each other
on red velvet stools with gold legs. The head courtier introduced the King, and he took his
seat.“As much as I enjoy seeing my Royal Spice Traders, I was hoping it would be in happier
circumstances,” King Stefano said, leaning forward on his throne, clutching his staff.“Holitoris,
because you have broken the Tarnuzian fair-trading laws, and participated in a plot to murder the
Spice Traders, I sentence you to ten years of hard labour. Your eldest son, Neville, will take
charge of your greengrocer's stall under the watchful eye of the palace guards. Guards, take him
away.” The guards grabbed a pleading Holitoris and dragged him away and his wife sobbed as
they did so. Neville tried to comfort her as the guards escorted them from the palace
grounds.“How many market traders have attacked you now?” The King asked.“That is the sixth
group in two weeks,” Vernu said.“They clearly resent your stall having the Royal Seal,” the King
replied.“Yes, but they didn’t save Tarnuz from the brink of war, sire, did they? Vernu added.“No,
quite so, quite so,” He said.“Is there anything I can do for you?” The King said to The Spice
Traders.“We would like to enter The Tournament of Tannur, your Majesty,” Tina said, after she
had curtsied to the monarch.“Approved. Do you have someone in mind to run your stall?”“Yes,



we do. Berto, one of my crew members, used to own a delicatessen. He is very keen to start,”
Stinu said.“Okay, let me know if you need anything, but you have my blessing. Before you start
your training, come and see me.”“Thank you sire, we will. Berto will hire a full team to help
him.”“Very good, may I ask what the prize is for the winner of this tournament?”“A printing
machine,” Tina said enthusiastically.“A what?” The other Spice Traders said.The King leaned
forward, stroking the black ringlets of his beard. “A printing press? This seems like a very odd
prize for a tournament. What do you plan to do with it, Valentina?” The King said, frowning.“Well,
your majesty, I’m sure you have heard of the phrase, knowledge is power,” Tina said.The King
nodded.“The book we found, when we were trying to restore peace to Tarnuz after King Khalid
invaded, is very special, and should be shared with the whole world.”Silence descended over
the room as the King caressed his staff. “Tell me more about this tournament. How many teams
are taking part?”“Just two,” Tina said.“Do you think there is more than one use for this printing
press? Would it be beneficial to the kingdom of Tarnuz?”Beneficial to you, you mean? Tina
smiled as she thought about this.“I would like to take it apart and see how it works. Once I find
that out, I would like to build more printing presses, and I would make one available to you,
majesty. You would be able to get messages to your kingdom a lot quicker, the possibilities are
endless,” Tina said.“Please don’t misunderstand me, I am not trying to stop you from going, it
just all seems a bit odd. Normally people enter a tournament to receive a cash prize or a trophy.
This contest seems a bit obscure. I do like the idea of being able to communicate quicker, and I
am definitely in favour of progress. Which other team is taking part?”“Henry and his country,”
Tina said.“I don’t know who that is. A tough competitor I assume. I wish you all well, good luck.
You are dismissed,” the King said, with a wave of his hand. The Spice Traders bowed or curtsied
and left.Chapter ThreeAll the Spice Traders were standing at the front of the Arch Tavern, waiting
to be seated.“Is my booth free, Maso?” Vernu asked the innkeeper.“Yes boss, just as you like
it.”“Excellent.”“I’ll send over a server.”They ordered their food.“What were you three arguing
about when I arrived at the marketplace?” Ali said, as his steak arrived. The Arch Tavern was
quiet; the lunch rush finished an hour ago. They found a solitary corner away from the drunks
and the other customers.“We were trying to get your mother to use her ‘special friendship.’ with
the King to get permission for the tournament.”“Oh, yeah, they have fancied each other for
years,” Ali said.“You seem awfully okay with this for a boy who lost his father recently.” Tina
said.Ali scraped his chair back and pointed his Jambiya at her throat, nostrils flaring. Vernu
pulled her knife, too. “I warned you before, girl. I still remember the knockout dart you used on
Ali,” she snarled.Tina looked back and forth between mother and son and she licked her lips, her
heart tempo increasing.“I ought to cut you for that, Tina,” Ali said through gritted teeth, breathing
heavily.Still gritting his teeth he said, “All I am trying to do is help you, and you persist in winding
me up. I was trying to take it easy, enjoy the beauty of Tarnuz before we started training.”Tina
looked at him with wide, fearful eyes, and a bead of sweat dribbled down her forehead. She
swallowed. “I am sorry Ali, she said, lips quivering and tears pooling in her eyes.”“That’s enough,
the pair of you!” Stinu said, putting pressure on Ali’s knife arm.“Make your daughter apologise,



Ali hissed.”“I have said sorry already,” she said, breaking into heavy sobs and crossing her arms
on the table, placing her head in between them.“I apologise for my daughter. I feel she was out of
order too.”“Okay, I forgive you Tina, Ali said, putting his knife away.”There was silence for a time
until Ali’s second dessert arrived, ordered by Stinu. After he had finished, everyone relaxed.“The
King and I do not fancy each other!”Ali coughed, and the others sniggered.“For once, son, I am
grateful that you got into a fight. These two are embarrassing me!”“Let’s have some perspective,
please,” Tina said, calling for order, her eyes still red.“I need to see someone I haven't seen in a
long time, Vernu said.” I want to gain an advantage over Henry.""You're entering archery,
mum? She nodded whilst she chewed her fish."Zilli will fly you there, Vernu." Tina offered."I
appreciate that Tina; I would like him to fly me there.""I promised Clepta I'd take him to see his
mother in law. He needs to save his marriage. His wife took it very badly, when she found out
Nadal had convinced her husband to forge money. Also, my father lives close by."Everyone
paused, then thought about the pain Nadal had caused them.Tina broke the silence "Wow, I
haven't seen grandpa since I was six, almost ten years. You must be serious about the
triathlon!""Say what you will about my father, he is the best deep sea diver in the whole of
Remina. Whether he will speak to me, let alone train me, remains to be seen,” Stinu said."Okay it
sounds like we all know what to do.” Will we need Bruno and Galaxio?” Vernu asked, looking at
Stinu."Yes, for certain events, we will. We will need teams for all events and I am not sure all of
my crew will cut it. Some were professional athletes though.”"That's settled then. Let's go and
see what the King wants,” Vernu said. They finished their food, paid and left.Chapter FourUpon
entering the throne room, they weren't prepared for what they saw when they got there."I don't
believe my own eyes," Ali said. The others were about to protest, but the King banged his staff
on the ground and the Spice Traders stood to attention. "Nadal is the best falconer in Tarnuz and
he will help in the tournament.""I am sorry, sire but has the vizier slipped some more mind
control potion in your wine." Stinu said."Think yourself lucky you are the Admiral of the royal
navy,” the King bellowed. “A man of lesser standing would hang at dawn for such insolence.""I
am sorry it won't happen again," Stinu said, avoiding eye contact."You are correct or I'll have
your head. Anyway, David, my best guard will make sure Nadal stays in line. David, see them
out." A tall, muscular dark skinned man stepped forward and asked them to follow him."Good
luck, Spice Traders, bring back the prize," the King said.Chapter FiveA warm breeze blew across
Vernu’s face making her eyes water. After a tearful apology, Tina had insisted that Vernu take
Tina’s pet bird, Zilli, as her mode of transport. A quick whistle from Tina and the bird glided
down. Tina whispered something in the eagle’s ear, in language Vernu didn't understand and
Vernu climbed on his back.Once she was secure, Zilli wheeled away from the harbour, heading
north. Although Zilli was an enormous bird, he was graceful and gentle in flight. Shifting her
position, she looked at the tiny boats moving back and forth watching the termite men unloading
ships on the docks. The marketplace looked like an ant swarm moving in different directions,
carrying their purchases to their nests, watering holes or beds. Smiling to herself as the bird flew
onto their destination, she watched mountains, rivers, lakes and land masses zoom past her.I



guess this is what they mean when they say free as a bird. I feel sacred, exhilarated and excited
all at once. I have flown on Zilli before, but never on my own. What did Tina whisper to this giant
feather ball? Can I trust her? Can I trust this animal? I will soon find out, or die in the
process.Vernu felt sleepy from the gentle breeze and Zilli’s soft downy feathers helped her relax.
She stroked Zilli’s neck with her left hand whilst her right gripped the reins. Zilli didn’t mind the bit
in his mouth and he squawked in appreciation of her touch. Without warning, the bird climbed
higher, the air becoming colder. She felt giddy and short of breath. Pulling on the reins, she
moved his head down making him drop altitude. A short time passed and he climbed again.
This carried on for hours before he descended, circling over an island.“Oh no you don’t!” Vernu
said, pulling frantically on the reins without effect.He squawked again and continued his
descent. “Zilli, are you mad? Vernu said to her feathered friend. You have brought me to Timun,
the home of crossbreeding natives! I didn’t think I would see this place again,” she said, sliding
off the eagle’s back. It was colder here, but before she could change into winter clothes, a pig-
man yelled and sprinted towards her, axe raised. He had a green boar face, but he had green
human limbs. He wore leather armour and a horned helmet. Vernu drew her sword, but Zilli
pinned the pig man with his foot and pulled his head off. She watched the bird eat the creature,
whilst she changed into winter furs. She ate the ham and cheese baguette that Maso had made,
then she remounted Zilli, who flew them to their destination.As they lowered altitude, the air
became bitingly cold, making her eyes and ears sting. Her hands were protected by white fur
gloves, but she still felt cold. Thick snow carpeted the ground. Zilli’s feet crunched as he glided
to a stop in-between pine on the edge of a large forest. Zilli stopped outside the grey stoned
hunter’s cottage next to a tavern. She dismounted, kissed Zilli and then he flew away. Smoke
drifted from the chimney of the cottage. An axe was in its block and freshly cut wood was neatly
stacked against the side of the cottage. Pine, beer and beef broth perfumed the air, making
Vernu’s stomach growl, she hadn’t eaten a proper meal for three days.He’s at home.Vernu
knocked on the door. She heard movement inside, then the door opened a crack. A brown eye
peered at her, below the eye, a black and grey stubbly chin. “You wasted your time, Verni,” he
said, slamming the door.“I guess I’ll keep this then,” she said, throwing a coin pouch at the
door.“Perhaps I’ll keep this one too.” Vernu said. This carried on until eight bulging coin pouches
nestled at his door. She walked away and placed her fingers in her mouth to whistle for Zilli, then
the door opened.“You’d better come in,” he said, scooping up the money pouches.Vernu smiled
around the edge of her fingers, took them out of her mouth, and walked into his cottage.Inside,
the cottage had reasonably high ceilings, with dark oak beams so Vernu didn’t have to stoop.
Mal stood over the butcher's bench seasoning a pork shoulder.“Pass me the star anise, Verni,”
Mal said, pointing his meat cleaver at a shelf above her head.Vernu leant over beer making
equipment. Vernu ran her eyes over the different spices and powders on the shelf, none of them
had labels. Vernu moved, cinnamon, cumin and other ingredients eventually finding a jar with
brown star shaped objects inside. She handed it to Mal who snatched it from her, he opened it
and began inserting them into the meat. He then studded the skin with cloves.The cottage was



cosy, compact and functional. Warmth started to return to her body, so she pulled off her gloves
placing them on the table on her left. Without saying a word, Mal turned his back to her, stirring a
bubbling pot that was hooked to a tripod, over a log fire. Rabbit skins hung over the fireplace. To
the right was a double bed.You have a double bed, but you have never married. There isn’t even
a hint of a feminine touch in this place.He turned, stared at her with his intense brown eyes, a
vein throbbing in his temple. He wore a tunic, fastened with a drawstring at his throat, and a
scowl on his face. Vernu bit her lip.This was a bad mistake. I shouldn’t have come here. I should
leave right away.His black hair flecked with grey touched his shoulders. Without a word, he
turned to the table, picked up two wooden bowls and a steel ladle, next to a crusty white loaf. He
lifted the lid on the pot, filling the bowls with broth.“Stefano still has deep pockets I see,” he said,
without turning around.“Yes but we almost went to war,” she said and sighed.“Who with?” Mal
asked“King Khalid,” Vernu replied.“The only thing larger than his belly is his ego. He’s nothing
more than a greedy bully,” Mal said.Vernu laughed. “He would be wise not to underestimate
Tarnuz. We know how to hold our own.”“Did you help prevent the war?” Mal said.“Yes, with the
help of Ali, Admiral Stinu and his daughter Tina.”He broke the crusty loaf in two, handing her
one half. He gestured with his hand to the two chairs at the table. She slid out the chair opposite
him and sat down.“What are you doing here Verni?”“I need your help, Mal.”“You must need it
pretty badly, to let Stefano bank roll it,” he said, with a mouth full.“He is eternally grateful for what
we did and he was prepared to give us what we wanted.”“Well, I, too, am also in a good mood. I
was going to make you hunt first then feed you.”“Were you in a good mood, or was it the coin that
changed it?” she said, narrowing her eyes.He stared at her again whilst he mopped his broth
with bread. “Did you kill that yeti you’re wearing or did Stefano buy it for you. A gift, a declaration
of his love for you?” he said.“We did kill a yeti, that one is at the bottom of a ravine. I paid for this
myself. I had to learn to be self-sufficient when Bastiano died,” then she coughed and
swallowed.After pausing, he said “So you and the King are not a thing?”“I am certain he finds me
attractive, but I haven’t done anything about it. He doesn’t have time for dating, anyway.”“Well,
you don’t have any grey and you look fantastic,” he cleared his throat, picked up the bowls, and
put them in the washing basin.“It’s dusk now,” he said, looking out of the window above his bed.
He took down a bow, the quiver and his broadsword. He watched Vernu arm herself with a bow,
a quiver and one of those horrible Nimchas. Mal took off his tunic.Vernu smiled, you have kept
yourself in great shape she thought.Next to his bed was an open wardrobe, displaying a few buff
coloured jerkins. Mal selected one and put it on. He slid on dark studded leather armour, and a
pair of boar skin lace up boots. “We should head out if we hope to catch that stag. I have an extra
mouth to feed now. At least you’ll blend in with the snow.”I can’t see how you will in that dark
armour of yours. She thought as she put on her gloves.They headed out and Mal locked the
door. Dark deciduous trees stood ramrod straight, discouraging inquisitive adventurers from
entering as the sun had given up on another day. Nothing moved in the woods and everything
was still, quiet, eerie.After following footprints, Mal bent down to inspect them.“These are doe
prints, smaller than stag ones. We don’t want to kill the doe, she may already be pregnant.”“I



thought because of the snow, the mating season would be over,” she said, curiously.“No, Sem is
the start of the breeding season, they stop at the end of Nev and that’s almost two months away.
The snow is early this year.”“How early?”“About a month. Now have we come to hunt deer or talk
all night,” After Mal had finished speaking, his armour changed from black to white. If Mal had
put his hood up, he would be practically invisible.Huh, looks like he has enchanted armour. I’ll
ask him later, the old misery guts!They followed the tracks into the forest and somewhere a wolf
howled. “That is the leader summoning the pack. I hope they haven’t picked up the scent of the
deer. I want to make a quick kill without any outside help,” he whispered.“So much for not
talking,” she whispered.He glared at her and made delicate movements with his hand, pointing
at his feet. Then he held his finger to his lips.The forest was still, the birds had gone quiet. An owl
hooted, breaking the silence. The watery orange sun peered at them over a snow covered
hillock as it sank lower.After a time, they reached the clearing where the doe tracks resumed.
There were more hillocks to their right, but the deer footprints veered left towards a cluster of
large oak trees. Mal moved to an oak and inspected it.“Food must be scarce. These tears in the
bark are fresh. Come on, let's see where the tracks lead us.”Shortly after this, they heard the
faint sound of rushing water. Taking his telescope from his backpack, Mal focused on the deer
drinking from the river. Before they could do anything, the roar of a large deer startled them. It
charged at Vernu and began attacking her with its antlers. An antler pierced her upper thigh and
she fell to the ground. Frantic arrows flew from Mal’s bow as he tried to subdue the animal.
Vernu, weak from her injuries, could hear Mal battling with the stag, the clanging of his sword
and the grunts of the animal. Finally, the beast groaned and slumped over. After he had killed
the deer, Vernu could hear footsteps crunching in the crisp snow. Mal’s face swam into view just
before she passed out. ***Chapter SixOn the afternoon of his mother’s departure, Ali was tired
of people watching. Ali had lost count of how many fishing trawlers had docked, beautiful girls
who walked by, and the amount of arguments Girolamo, the royal tailor, found himself in.“I will
have finished making her armour by the time she gets here!” Bardo said as he hammered a
steel breastplate. A burly dark haired adventurer stopped at Bardo’s and pointed at a sword
above the blacksmith’s head.“How much is the blade, Bardo?” the adventurer asked.“That would
be one hundred Staters, sir,” Bardo said, a broad grin splitting his face as he handed the sword
to the man.The man tested the broadsword with a few fencing moves, held the weapon up and
looked down the blade.“It has a good weight and looks like it could deal some serious damage;
exactly what I’m looking for. Here’s your money,” the man said, reaching into his pocket and
counting out the coins into Bardo’s outstretched hand.Ali smiled at the adventurer. The
Adventurer smiled back and gave Ali a quick salute and whistled to himself as he walked away
from the marketplace. “She’s a funny old sort this Valentina girl, isn’t she?” Bardo said, puffing
and placing his hands on his hips.“Tell me about it. I don't know what’s gotten into her lately,” Ali
replied.“You’d bests go and finds her, lad.”“I think you’re right,” Ali said, side stepping a pottery
merchant’s wagon. As the empty wagon passed, Ali thought to himself, the market isn’t due to
close for another hour, the merchant had a brisk trade today. A bell tolled as a freight ship



docked. The harbour would be very busy soon.“I’ll see if I can find her, thanks Bardo,” Ali said,
waving at the blacksmith.“You’s better be back in the mornin’ young, sir. There be no day left
now.”“I’ll see you at ten.”“I’s be lookin’ forwards. Now go and find that troublesome young lady.”Ali
walked past Bardo’s, and other shops before he came to the tailors, who looked like he was
involved in another argument.I really wonder how Girolamo keeps his job as the royal tailor. Ali
thought. King Stefano must see something in him that other people don’t.“Perhaps you should
have extended your scholarship, Girolamo,” a portly man said, as he pulled on the sleeve of his
silk jacket.“And I cannot do up the buttons on my jacket. It was only a month ago that I came to
you.”“I apologise profoundly, Mr. Agentio, but there has been much revelry lately and…”“How
dare you, how very dare you! What are you insinuating? Are you trying to imply I am fat?” He
grabbed the weasely Girolamo by the lapels and pulled him close.The little tailor could smell
wine on Agentio’s breath and his brown eyes blazed with fury, his face was as red as a boil.“You
will make me another pink silk jacket at no extra cost.” He shoved the trembling tailor across the
square and he tumbled and fell.“Yes Mr. Agentio, right away.” he said, picking up his tape
measure from the ground.Agentio tore off the jacket, ripping the right sleeve and threw it into the
tailor’s lap and stomped off, head held high.Ali smirked to himself and threaded his way through
the marketplace. The traders were packing up for the day, but a few harassed him. Thrusting
rugs, fruit and perfume at him. One even flashed a Sorapis (snake) in his face, but Ali declined
them all. When he reached the Spice Traders stall, Berto greeted him with a warm smile.“What’s
going on Berto? How’s business today?”“See for yourself, young sir. I am almost entirely out of
stock.”“Very good.” Err, I don’t suppose you have seen Tina at all, have you?”“No master Ali, the
only other Spice Trader I have seen was the good Admiral himself, before he departed this
morning.”“Just as I thought. Thank you Berto and keep up the good work.”“Thank you, Mr. Ali. I
hope you find her.”“I am sure I will. I just hope she hasn’t got a strop on!”Berto laughed.“Well,
good luck with that,” he said, and muttered something about teenagers, whilst he removed an
empty fruit box from the front of the stall.Ali was pestered yet again by market traders as he
made his way to the opposite side of the market.A row of small two bedroomed limestone
townhouses were next to Girolamo’s. They all had brass door knockers, wrought iron
balustrades, louvered wooden balconies, painted cream, green, white, red, or light blue. Each
house was quaint, unique, each house owner had put their own stamp on the property.As he
moved along the strip, the homes became lavish or gaudy, money doesn’t always buy taste.
When he came to his house, one of the largest, he smiled. Behind the stable doors at the side of
the house, he thought about Murcielago. He hoped he was behaving for the stable hands. Just
then Ali heard him neigh and he heard Ubertino, the stable master trying to calm the
stallion.Sometimes, Ali was too tired to climb the large spiral staircase to his bed. Many times
Ubertino would find him asleep in the hay, next to his beloved horse. He would shoo Ali away
with tuts, sighs and a shaking head. Today, Ali was tempted to take his horse for a nice brisk ride,
but squeezed the desire down inside him. Tina was his main priority and her need was far
greater than his. Her erratic behaviour worried him, he was determined to get to the bottom of



it.As Ali walked further, he reached Stinu’s house, the last one, which overlooked the royal
harbour. Not only was it the biggest house, it had a large bust from an old ship attached to the
front, known as a local landmark. The royal harbour was reserved for silk, fine linen, china, gold
and jewellery especially earmarked for the King. Girolamo could be seen barking orders to bad
tempered sailors, who issued threats and cracked their knuckles. “This has to be Stinu’s house,”
Ali said, as he knocked at an ocean blue door. He stood back and waited for it to open. Ali
admired the anchors and pilot’s wheels painted on the frame.Finally the door was opened by a
gentleman, with a grey top knot, wearing a black naval jacket, white stockings and black buckled
patent leather loafers.Funny, your staff are better dressed than you are, Stinu!“Yes, may I help
you?” the man said in a posh voice.Ali tried not to laugh and sucked in his bottom lip.“Yes, I am
Alessandro and I am here to see Valentina. We were due to start her joust training today, but she
is over two hours late. Is she okay?”“I will enquire for you, sir. Please wait here,” the butler said,Ali
waited for what seemed like a long time when the butler returned.“She doesn’t want to see you,”
and then he winked. “She’s been moping around all day like a spoiled brat, but master Cilistinu
runs a tight ship, on land and sea. She is far from spoiled. Go right up.” He smiled, stepped aside
and let Ali pass.He passed the large alleyway that smelt of hay and horse manure, taking the
large marble spiral staircase.“Second door on the left,” the butler yelled as he got halfway
up. “Thanks!” Ali yelled back. When he reached her door, he knocked softly.“Who is it?” her
muffled voice said.Has she been crying?“Tina, it's Ali, can I come in?”“Go away,” she said and
started to snivel.“Let’s try and work this out. I would like to do that face to face, if that’s okay?”He
heard her get up and she opened the door. Her eyes were red and her cheeks were tear-
stained.She resumed her position on her four-poster bed. The sunset from the round window
above her cast long shadows on the bed and a breeze blew through a crack in the
skylight.“Please, sit.” She gestured to stool next to a vanity unit, the only seating available. He
pulled it out and sat with his back to the unit. The vanity unit was littered with hairbands, hair
brushes, face paints, ointments and skin creams. All labelled with Tina’s neat handwriting.
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C.D. McKenna, “AN EPIC READ!!!!!!!. This is the second installment of Spice Traders, written by
Dan. It is a YA fantasy with an incredible amount of humor involved.This book had SOOOO
much adventure and fun. Twists and turns and several plot twists that I didn't see coming. I've got
a soft spot for several characters-- Nadal and Ali to be specific, but I'll leave it there.Dan does an
awesome job of incorporating mythical creatures, humor, suspense, and medieval expertise that
makes this such an incredibly fun read as a reader.Seriously, if you're looking for a fun read--
something to dig in on a Friday night or any night for that matter, this is a great book for that. This
is a story people of all ages can read.”

Danielle Paquette-Harvey, “Great for kids and teenagers. The Spice traders are back again.This
time, they're training to win the Tournament of Tanur. But they quickly find out it won't be that
easy. Some people don't want them to win.This is still an adorable story. This time love is in the
air for some characters. Totally safe for children and teenagers. Love the new characters that will
probably stay in the next book too.Good job ”

Laura Quinn, “Overall a great series for children as well as those who enjoy YA Fantasy.. This
was a great sequel. Our family really enjoyed it. Wonderful characterization. Excellent world
building. Can't wait to see what's next from this author.”

Wayne Mullane Mullane, “Imaginatively Written Adventure. This is the second novel in the Spice
Traders series. Before taking part of the tournament on the Island of Tannur, the Spice Traders
must embark on individual journeys to become more specialised in their chosen events. I found
this a very good way to add substance to the plot as I learnt more about the characters' back
stories and motivations.The tournament itself is filled with traditional medieval sports like
jousting and archery, but also new ones like colf - think of an urban version of golf - which
sounds like enormous fun to play!After the tournament, the Spice Traders are sent on a quest to
obtain an important item to aid them in their future missions. There are a number of unexpected
moments at this point that I kept asking myself, 'What happens next?'. As a reader, I think that's
the best question you can ask as it means the author is doing something right to keep you
enthralled.Dan Saunders writes with an energy and imagination that makes Spice Traders an
addictive series to read.”

The book by Dan Saunders has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 4 people have provided feedback.
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